Service Brief

Spectrum Integration Hub
Solutions comprised of pre-built connectors, standard-based interfaces and bulk data access

OVERVIEW
Dexter + Chaney clients can now integrate virtually
any other software program with their Spectrum®
Construction Software platform. Spectrum serves
as the source of data truth for your business and you
can leverage that data into other systems, while also
expanding the power of Spectrum.
The Spectrum Integration Hub makes it easy to facilitate
seamless communication between Spectrum and other
applications via a variety of options. This creates an open
application program interface (API) environment, based
on open technology standards. The Spectrum Integration Hub allows Spectrum to operate on the same plane as many
of today’s other modern software applications that utilize open operating standards, allowing them to easily integrate
with each other.
The benefit is increased time-to-value for your Spectrum investment, and allows you to invest in other technologies and
solutions as they become available without having to hassle with workarounds or simply not being able to integrate data
from multiple applications. The Spectrum Integration Hub provides the tools to future-proof your Spectrum investment
and scale your company’s technology adoption accordingly.
The Spectrum Integration Hub is powered by several different Spectrum offerings that can be used together or
separately—depending on your integration needs:

Pre-Built Integrations

Dexter + Chaney’s partnerships with leading technology
integrators means that you can enjoy out-of-the-box
application connectors between Spectrum and some
of the most widely-used software applications today.
Among them: CRM database platform Salesforce.com;
travel and expense software Concur, and the data import
and export application, DataLoader.
New adapters are being added on a regular basis, and if
there is a specific application you’re looking to integrate
with Spectrum, just let your Dexter + Chaney account
manager know.

Spectrum Data Exchange

Dexter + Chaney’s adoption of standards-based APIs
enables bi-directional integration between Spectrum
and other software applications. Using Spectrum Data
Exchange, Spectrum users can build their own connectors—
integrations that are reliable, validated, and performant.

Less technically inclined or not able to build your own
integration paths? Dexter + Chaney also provides an
Excel plug-in and a library of templates designed to take
advantage of the power of Spectrum Data Exchange to push
data into Spectrum by simply pushing a button in Excel.

Info Link

Spectrum’s Info Link functionality is another vehicle to
facilitate data integration. Info Link lets you pull large
amounts of data in bulk from your Spectrum database
and transfer that to another application or, (as more
commonly utilized) to spreadsheets where it can be
reviewed or manipulated.
You remain in full control with functionality to control
data security and limit access to specific data as needed.

Integrations made easy

Whether using a pre-built

connector, building out your
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own integration with Spectrum’s Open API or simply
effecting the move of data between systems, The Spectrum
Integration Hub makes it easy. With simple interfaces
and processes, you can build out a streamlined data
flow across multiple systems—ensuring that relevant
information gets to the people that need it, in real time.

The Spectrum Integration Hub also opens the door
to technology advancement opportunities, providing
integration options that allow you to scale for the future
and maximize your software and technology investments.
Contact your account manager to find out which option
might be the best fit for you.

Features

Benefits

++ Provides variety of ways to facilitate
data integration among multiple
applications
++ Open technology environment and
standards-based API
++ Pre-Built Connectors for hassle-free
integration
++ Granular security to regulate user
access and protect sensitive data
++ High-performance interfaces to
simplify integration and ensure fast
data flow

++ Provides quick time-to-value for
Spectrum, and other application
investments
++ Allows you to future-proof and
maximize Spectrum investment
++ Allows your company to grow in
scale and adapt to new market
opportunities and technologies
++ Saves time and reduces complexity
of integrating other data and systems
with Spectrum
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